
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a product mgmt. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for product mgmt

Manage, coach and develop others
Drive market research and competitive analysis of segment
Maintain marketing calendar and make strategic recommendations on
strategies
Provide stakeholder updates
Leads team of highly-skilled Product Leads for each of the EBI Universal Data
Products (Viewpoint, PRO, RATE, MOVE, NSD), who deliver their respective
product roadmap in a matrixed organization comprising key stakeholders
inside and outside of EBI
Builds and positions EBI data products and frameworks as the company-wide
go-to sources for analytical applications, adoption and usage
Leads all phases of the EBI data product lifecycle, from inception to product
deployment, provides direction to market launch, and ensures smooth
transition and coordination with product adoption teams within the EBI
Applied Analytics group
Identifies, evaluates and ensures the viability of new product ideas and
strategic product extensions in the context of the organization's strengths
and capabilities, production capacity, quality, benefits and costs, and
stakeholder needs
Serves as a subject-matter expert for assigned products and as a subject-
matter expert on the lean product mindset and discipline, in order to drive
efficiency, transparency & quality
Collaborates with the Applied Analytics team to involve business partners
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Data & Applications, Data Science, and Systems Engineering teams to
uncover interdependencies and deliver product milestones on time

Qualifications for product mgmt

Experience with a variety of web and client-side mobile platforms, including
Android and iPhone
Experience as a Mobile Consumer Product Owner in an Agile development
process
Proven track record in getting stuff done and delivering products that deliver
substantial value
Experience with mobile payment technologies
At least 4 years of Product management or product design experience in the
digital world
You don’t mind getting out and traveling to our internal and external
customers 20% of the time


